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ABSTRACT
The influence <>f llo" wmpn:ssibility on a highl y-cambl.'n:d im cncd
ac10loil in gro und effect 1s pr~>cnted, ba,.:d on t\\·o-dimcn"onal
computational 'tudu.:,, Thi, type of problem has relevance to open
wheel raci ng car,, w here loca l region s of high-,pccd subsonic flow
l(mn under fi.IVowablc pre,>urc gradi<:nts. cvcnthough the ma:-.imum
frccstrcam Mach number i> typically con~iderably lcs' than Mach
0 3 . An imponan t con,ldcration for C FD users in thi s field i~
addrc,setl in tlu, paper: the frcc~tream Mach number at which llow
comp rc,>ibility sig nificantly affects aerodynamic perfonnance.
More broadl y. for acrodynamicl>ts. the consequences of this arc also
con>id.:n:d . Co mpari >on' between mcomprcssible and compressible
CTD >imulation> arc U\Cd to identify unponant cha nges to the llow
charac teri stic' c.tu>t.~d by dcn>ity change,. highlighting the inappro
pnatcne's of incomprC\\Ibl e ~unulati ons of ground effect !lows fo r
fr~c~trcam Mach numb~, , a• l ow"'(~ I~ .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Fluid fl ow is generally treated as incompres>iblc al Mach numbc"
up to approximately (}3. The incompre~;ib lc aerotlynamics o f w i ng~
111 ground effect have often been studied with regards 10 appl1cat10n>
for vehicles which travel in this range or Mach munhcts. s uch "'
wing-in-ground-effect (W IG) vehicles and. when the wings are
inverted. high-performan ce racing cars . In the case of the lat ter.
extensive wind tunnel experiments and, more recently. numeneal
studie s have led to a reasonably good unde rstanding. of' th<.: llow
physics . Despi te this experience. some areas still require more
detailed study. including the infl uence of compres>ibility. whtch has
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Figure 1. Parameters for the Tyrell 026 inverted aerofoil.
to date bee n largely ignored'". The effects of compressibiiiiy on
lifting wings have been s hown to be conside rable, particularl y with
regards :o the surf:~ce pres;a;;e coefficients and boundary layer
velocity profiles of high-lift aerofoifs'~'.
The significance of compressibility for inverted wings is likely to
be much more pronounced at low-to-mid subsonic mach numbers
when compared to a lifting wing, as the flow acceleration aro und the
suction surface is greatly accelerated due to the presence of the
ground. This leads to high local Mach numbers which would not be
nh<Prvecl on a tvnical liftin!! section until much hi!!her freestream
vctocities. Vehi~l~s such as -Formula One cars can reach maximum
velocities of over 90ms·' (in excess of Mach 0-25), implyin g that
local velocities around highly curved regions such as wings would
be much higher, and well into the compress ible regime.
Computational studies of inverted wings in ground effect have
been conducted in the public domain since the mid- 1980s. starting
wi th the panel-method work of Katz" ' '. and later the work of
Ranzenbach and Barlow''·••, who used RANS simulations to inves
tigate two-dimensional aerofoils. Naturally, the progress io n of both
software and hardware capabilities has led to continual improve
ments in flow prediction due to greater mesh reso lution, and
geometric cvmpkxity and r~a!i5m, since the cailicr studies. Thrc,;.
dimens ional experimental work wa~ undertaken by Zcrihan and
Zhang'' ·•• on single and double clement wings, later disc ussed in the
context of validation for the present s tud y. Further computational
comparisons to these experiments were conducted by Mahon and
Zh ang••·' 0 1 using two-dimensional RANS, with turbulence models
critically evaluated for incompressible solut ions.
Prior to this, the e xperiments were compared to two-dimensional
computational results using an implicit compressible solver
(CFL3D) to examine wings in ground effect" ". but problems both
with regards to satisfactory convergence and the length of time
required to obtain a solution were noted. This was attributed to the
low speed of the flow involved (30ms 1) , but reasonabl e matches
with experimental data were found. Compressible solvers generally
become impractical for N'ach numbers below about 0- 3"~'. with
reduced stability and incrr.tscd numerical sti ffncss and convergence
times a common feature ·cypically, either dcnsity-b:!Scd schemes arc
modified to cope with low Mach number flows, or pressure-based
algorithms arc extended into the compressible flow regime' "'. For
the present study, the latter approach was implemented with in a
commercial code with considerable success. allowing compress
ibility effects to be properly quantified.

2.0 METHOD
The Tyrell 026 (a modified LS( I )-0413) aero foil section was chosen
to represent the downforce-producing front wing of a ty pical open
wheel racing car. with relevant geometric parameters described in
Fig. I. Co-ordinates for this section can be found in Zerihan''", and it
is worth noting that the small-scale blunt trailing edge of the aerofoil
has been retained for the present computational study. Lift. in all
cases described in this paper, is considered to act downwards
towards the ground (down force).
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Given that wings in ground effect. for most applications. tend hl b~
of relatively low aspect ratio and bounded by .:ndplate~. a t"·o-dt•OJen
s ional assumption is oflcn mad<! for simple sections'''. although three
dimensional flows would exhibit differences. The aeroti1il was
in vestigated at one angle-of-attack. - 3-45 degrees. corrCSIJl'llding i{l
the reference incidence used in other s tudies of thi s sec tim{ "'"'. Four
ground clearances were examined (lrl c = I. 0-3 13. (} 13-1 and (}067.
where lr is measured as the wnical distance from the point on the
suction (lower) surface closest to the ground). representative of
realistic heights a downforee section would operate at on a typit.:al
fom1ula-style vehicle . At each c learance. fi ve th~cstrcam Mach
numbers. M• . from 0-088 (corresponding to Zcrihat1 s''"' 30m' ' ) to
0-4. were examined. A summary of these conditions is presen:d in
Table I . The frees trcarn Reynolds number based on chord kngth 11·as
left to increase freely with eac h increase in frccstrcam Mach number.
as it would in real-life for a fi xed-chord win g.
A commercial finite-volum e Rcynolds-a1 cragcd Navil·r-S tokcs
solver (Fluent 6.3) was utilised in pressure-based. coupled impla:;t
m ode, to generate all rc,ults presented here. with s teady-s tat ..: cases
solved for combio1ations of the key varia bles dcs..:ribcd. Some
density -based impiicii soluiions were compuicd fur cump<Jrison 111

compic ss ib:C solutions and found io be ncJi· iJeniil:a; (..:::{). 1'!~1
difference in forces) to those ge nera ted by the pressurc-ba,ed soh·cr
over a range of Mach numbers.
Convergence was dictated by stable liti and drag coeflit.:icnb f,,r
each simulation. Comprcssi bll! cases at the lower two gru und clear
ances and a frccstream of Mach (~4 exhibited strongly unste•1tly
characteristics. and were therefore nan as time-dcpendclll solu tton:;
with a 0-0002s time step. All cases were run in 32-bil doubk
precision using second order node-based upwinding in all dist.:reti
sation schemes. A standard thrcc-eocllic icnt Suth.:rland viscnsit:.
model :
~t = ~t ,

T/7;,' ' (( T,,+ S)I(T + SJ)

. (I )

was used tor all cases involving compressible !low. whcr,· rdi:rcncc
values arc; T0 • reference temperature = 273K.1J ,. refcn:ncc 1·iscositv
= I· 7 16x 10 ' kgm 's' and S. the Sutherland cons tant temperature~
II0- 56K . The frcestream d.:n sity was s.: t to l- 225kg.m ' in each
ins tance.
l ncompres~ib l e and compressible (ideal gas) ca so:s w..:re ~o h ed for
each combination o f va riables from Table I. with the !.!round
velocity matching that of the frces tr.:am in all s imulations in o~der to
accurately reproduce the real-world boundary condition"''. A fully
s tructured multi-block grid was gt!ncrat.:d for each ground d earance.
featuring 750 points around the ae rofoil and dense regions in the
vicinity of the boundary layer (s uch that the wall r · was l.:ss than or
equal to I) . on the ground. and in the wake. Fin al grid sizes rangt:d
from approximately 230.000 to 350.000 cells. depending on tho:
ground clearance. Grid convergence tests"'"' wen: used to establish
the most suitable approach. and suggested a 0-2% difference in the
predicted lift force between the gnd described and a finer one (up to
500,000 cells); this was deemed an acceptable margi n. Th..: domain
extended to 20 chord lengths ups tream , 18 abo,·c and 30 downstream
of the acrofoil. based on boundary location tests which showed
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F1gure 2. Doma1n oveiView. a nd (insert j mesh detail for an example
ground clearance.

negligible intlucncc on th e sol ution at these di stances for even the
highest Mach number t.:;ied. At low Mach numbers the top
boundary could have been placed much closer to the aerofoil and
produced some savings in tcnns of computational elTon. but for
consis tency the one domain size was im plemented in all cases. Both
this domain and a sample grid arc shown in Fig. 2 .
Some preliminary work made usc of a hybrid mes h. which
featured unstructured elements growing from the aerofoil's
anisOtropic Stru<:ture;:u oounuary ia y ~.:r lllt:siJ. tiow<.:v<.:r, 1i1is apprua<:rl
resulted in occasional inadequate convergence. panicularly at the
highe r mach numbers. when compared to the fully-structured mes h.
Therefore thi s approach was abandoned in favou r of the full y-struc 
tured mesh.
The realisable k-{JJ turbulence model" '' was implemented with a n
appropriate enhanced wall function based on the method of Kader' '"'.
This approach was deemed tc be etlcctive at best capturing the
features of the pressure dis tribution, ground boundary layer and wake
by Mahon''' "". whilst yielding trend-accurate force predictions as
validated for this study ag::~inst prior cxpcrimcntJl data''-'". Mahon a lso
notes that th e realisable k-<u model more rcali stica llv caotures the ·ict'
tlow which occurs at lower ground clearances•••. -wh~rcby the tiow
veloc ity docs not reco ver to a frcestrcam value by the tra iling edge.
This extended region of accelerated flow becomes increasingly
imponant at higher Mach numbe rs, as will be demonstrated.
With these higher Mach numbers in mind, th e rea lisable k-w model
has also s hown good prediction in transonic flows with shock interac
tions"''. and Gonclaves el a/' 0 '. note that having a realisable
component to the turbulence model is likely to result in markedly
more realistic flow features in cases involving trJnsonic buffet, as
those at the lowest ground c learances and highest frec stream Mach
number do in this study. Mentor' s k-w SST ~ ' ' model has been shown
to feature superior prediction in cases featuring buffet'"· ''' and the
Spalan-Allmaras model has also been shown effective for a range of
tr.msonic !lows'''· including those featuring buffet''~ '. However. given
the current lack of experimental data for ground effect s ituations up to
and into the transonic regime. a comparison of turbu lence models for
these cases would be inconclusive and thus the realisable k-c model
was retained lor thl! highest-speed simulations presented here.
The flow was assumed to be fully turbulent around the acrofoil.
whic h negates th e influence of boundary-layer transition as
examined in the earlier low-speed studies on the Tyrell 026 wing'.'.
Both Zerihan and Mahon'.'" stipulated a laminar zone in their CFD
to account for a trans ition strip liKed at I0% of the chord. Howeve r.
Zerihan repor1s experimental lil1 values as much as 20% lower for
the li Ked transition case a s opposed to the free transition one, whic h
seems excessive e ven in the context of extreme ground effect. The
description of the meihod of transition discusses the poss ibility of
separation of the flow by the transition roughness s trip. and this
would have considerable downstream effect on the natural bounda ry
laye r separation point as well as immediate lift-generation in the area
around the transition s trip.
Gi ven this uncenainty and a lack of detailed boundary-layer
measurements to validate against. a s imple comparison was made in

the prescm CFD between a fully turbulent cas.: ;me ,,n: \' ·...: •
featured a laminar zone to 10% chorJ on both urrer ,:; .,; to-. .::
surfaces. The difference in lift cocfticien: ,,.~, found to b~ ,,.ii : n
2% . fairl y consbtcnll) across a variety of two-cqua:ion a,rl,uk;:t:<!
models, at an arbi trari ly-chosen /i 1c of 0· 179 HI 30ms Tn•: c;?,_..
eq uati on model, which is capable of predicting ti·cc transition. n:s,,
placed li ft similarly c lose to the fully turbulent result a1 L; ·,
reference ve locity .
\~' i th a laiitinar z on..: exicnding i.o JO'J'i1 of the choid. the pr..:dic t ~ d
diffcrenc~ increuscs to ahno:;t I 0~~. bUi in ~tatiliti~:-- h'hi..;ll \• l'Hi•.:
'1~.... , .... fu!! ~n s~c3d)' ii~ odc Uing bccornc i1pp ti iCiii iiiJ~cd, this
would appear to be th e reason that th e experimemal ists c hose to iix
transition at 10% chord''". At the Reynolds numbers associated with
the higher speeds which are the focus of this study. transition would
occur earlier th an under the experimental conditions at 30ms ' . Thus.
a fu lly turbulent simulation is reasonable in thi s instance.
A sample comparison to the CKperiments of Zeri han''' for an llic
o f 0· 179 is shown in Fig. 3: experimental data for h igher Mach
numbers was not available for the present study. T he comp<lrison
shows that the numerical approach used for the subsequent CFD
cases was suitable. as it accurately reproduces th~ C., di s tribution. i\t
higher clearances there is a mild over-prediction of ihc lower surface
suction peak, and at the lowest ground clearance. hi e = 0·067. there
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nation of factors. in addition to the transition consideration. muy
have led to this. The experiments were conducted in thrc~ dimcn..
sions on a finite span wing with endplatcs, whereas this study is
based in two-di mensional modelling. and the large domain of the
CFD is not intended to precisely recreate the wind tunne l dimen
sions. 1n addition. experimental factors s uch as the unpredi ctable
nature of the bou nd ary-layer transition and va riations in tunne l
Reynolds number (between 0-43x I 0" and 0·462 xI 0" based on the
acrofoil chord.) would be amplified at such a very low e karan::~ .
Furthe rmo re the uncertaint y in he ight set for the cKperimcnts is
quoted''' ' as being around 5-6% for the 0-067 height- to -chord ra1io:
enough to make a considerable difference to C,, if at the extremes nl"
thi s range. Overall. the major feature s o f th e pressure d istributions
arc well c aptured. and when compared to predictions by the one
equation model of Spalan and Allmaras and the two-equati('n k-<•>
SST model. the C" results from the realisable model wen: closest to
the experimenta l va lues. This res ult suppons the conclusions of
Mahon···"" wit h regards to the rea lisable model.
The compressible solutions obtained at 30ms ' were ncar-id.:mi ca!
to the incompressible ones fo r all c learances. with minor differe nces
due to compressibility effects which arc discussed in s ubsequent
sections. C1 and C, plots arc presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b). T he
numerical predictions are offset from the experimenta l res ults. duC" to
the fully turbulent nature of the CFD and the other aspects
mentioned above. However. the charactt::ristics of the lift and drag
slopes arc well rep roduced, specifically the lift-loss at the IO\\CSt
ground clearances. The experiments at th ese lowest ground clear
ances would ha ve been closest to reproducing true two-dimensional
flow at the centrechord position due to the cndplatcs being so close
to the ground. and this is where the bes t correlation w ith the two
dimensional CFD is to be found . Again, th ese res ults give confi
dence th at the trends predic ted for th~ present study wi ll ~be reliable
in the absence of validation cKpcrimcnts at the higher Mach
numbers.

3.0 RESULTS
As one would expect. the incompressible s imulations pn:dkted
increas ing lift and. to a lesser degree. drag. with decreasing ground
clearance or increasing Mach number. with corres ponding increa>ed
aerodynamic efficiency. LID . Fig. 5(a) and (b) present lil1 and drag
coefficients for the two greater ground clearances. hie = I and 0 3 13.
for both incompressible and compressible simu lations. It is useful 10
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Figure 4(a). Compressible and incompressible lift coefficients from
CFD. compared to experimental data for a range of ground
clearan ces ~ ·-

Figure 4(b). Compressible and incompressible drag coefficients from
CFD. compared to experimental data for a range of ground
clearances' " '.

consider these heights separately from the lower rwo clearances. due to
additional influences at the smaller hie mtios. If one assumes that the
compressible result is the 'correct' one in all cases. then the incom
pressible result can be viewed as an under or over-prediction. and is
expressed as such in terms ofpercentage in the figures.
Although the difference between compressible and incompressible
predictions is negligible at the lowest Mach number, 0-0882, even
then the density around the aerofoil changes by around I% of the
fi'eestream value in the compressible simulations at these heights.
Differences in predicted lift and drag become clearer at Mach 0.15,
beyond which trends of increasing disagreement between incom
pressible and compressible simulations are evident. At this freestream
Mach number, the peak Mach number, coincident with the suction
peak on the lower surface of the aerofoil, is approximately 0-28 in
compressible simulations; 3-4% higher than the highest incom
pressible Mach number. The flow in this case is therefore already
approaching compressible behaviour, with a density variation around

the aero toil of close to 4-5% of the frccstrcam at a ckaranc(! of hie =
0-313. The increased peak flow velocity induced by the llow
compressibility. while yielding a slight decrease in skin friction due
to the some what thinner boundary layer, :1lso leads to an intcnsili
cation of the strength and thickness of the wake. It is this effect which
is the major contributor to the large relative drag increase in lhc
compressible cases as Mach number rises.
At a freestream Mach number of 0-4. the peak Mach number is
extremely close to sonic in compressible simulutions. as compared u
peak of M = 0-74 in the incompressible case . At hie = I, this results
in an underprediction of lift by - 11 ·5%, and drag -9%. The
increasing constriction of the flo w at an hie of 0-3 13 leads to the
incompressible simulation underpredicting by a far greater margin of
- 19% for CL, and -29% for C 0 at the Mach 0-4 frcestream .
The simple dri ving mechanism for the differences exhibited
across the board is the density decrease as the flow speeds up around
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th.: ~uc tion s urface. leading to lower pressure and 1hcrcforc grca1c r
downforcc m the comprc~~iblc ca~c~. As the ground clearance 1s
reduced. 1he c hannel throug h which the air flows narrows. and 1hc
effect is c;-.aggcralcd.
Chordwi~e pre~~urc cocfficicn1s arc ploncd in Fig. 6(a} and (b) for
frccs lrcam Mach numbers o f (). 15 and 3 to demonstrate 1hc
difference bclwccn a poinl al which incompressible and
compr.:~sib l c simulation ~ rcs ull s begin to disagree. and a point at
wh ich the incompressible simulation is no longer inappropriate.
One can sec from the plots that the higher lift predicted by the
compressible s imulations is due to a markedly stronger s uction peak
on the lower surface of the acrofoil. becoming more exaggerated
w ith increasing Mach number and/or decreasing grou nd clearance.
However, the stagnation point and upper surface pressure distrib
ution remains relatively unchanged at both clearanc es and both
Mach numbers. At both hk = I and (). 313, the Cp calculated by the
incompressible solution for a frecstream M = 0-3 is almost identical
to that of the compressible calcu lation for a frec stream M = (} 15.
Were th.: trends described here to conlinue with decreasing
ground clearance. one m1ght conclude that a compressible
·correction' could be fa1r ly easily applied to · incompressible
solutions for this problem. based on fairly minimal additiona l data
relating to Mach number mcrease s. Howc,·cr, at the two lower

ground clearances tcst.:d . hi e = (} 134 and (}067. rhcsc trend' g ive
way to much less predictable scenarios. At the lowest M, of ().0882
for these clearances. the in compressible and compressible solutions
already exhibu a non-trivial -(} 7% difference between each other in
tcnns of predicted lift and d rag for both clearances. as density varies
by close to 2% around the aerofoil compared to the frces trca m value.
Drag follows the sa me lrend as with the two higher clcaranc,:s as
Mach number in creases, with incompressible simulations incrc!as
ingly underpredicting its magnitude. Above a freestn::am of M , =
(). 15, the drag coefficient only increases with Mach number in the
compressible simu lati ons as seen in Fig. 7(b}, while in compressible
cases s till indicate a decreasing coefficient. Unlike at the two hi gher
clearances. the compressible and incompressible lifi coefficients
shown in Fig. 7(a) do not differ by much at the two lowest
frcestream Mach numbers, and indeed the results signal a s hill to
ovcrprcdiction by the incompressible simulations.
At hie = (). 134. lift . Jefficient \'a lues for both approaches a rc
wuhin a few percent of each other up to the frccstrcam M, = 0· 3. At
hie = 0-067, the compressible lift coefficient dev iates sig nificantl y
from the incompressible fi gure at M, = (} 15 onwards. until it bo.:gins
to decrease at M = ().3 to the extent 1hat the comprcs.ible CL is
around 15% lower. If one examines the pressure coefli cicnts
presented in Fig. 8(a) and (b). the similarities at M =(). 15 are under
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Figure 8(a). Compressible and incompressible pressure coefficients
and for hi e= 0.134, M. 0.15 and 0.3.

Figure 8(b). Compressible and incompressible pressure coefficie nts
and for hi e= 0.067. M , :: 0.15 and 0·3 .

standable. For both clearances. the compressible result exhibits a
slight difference at, firstly, the pressure spike atxlc =(}04 where the
pressures are slightly higher than their incompressible counterparts.
then at the point of maximum suction where increased local flow
velocities result in a marginally greater pressure peak, and towards
the tmiling edge where the compressible adverse gradient is greater.
This causes an earlier sepamtion which increases the drag. These
differences in
are opposite in sign, and will therefore tend to
cancel each other out when the pressures are integrated across the
surface of the aerofoil. There would be consequences for the position
of the centre of pressure, and thus the pitching characteristics of the
aero foil would be altered .
At the lowest ground clearance, the compressible s tagnation point is
markedly drdwn down towards the lower surface in comparison to the
incompressible location, affecting the
over the upper surface ncar
the leading edge as a greater amount of oncoming flow is deflected
along the upper surface. More importantly the press ure drop along the
suction s urface is pushed back as a result, and while the peak pressure
is still markedly lower than its incompressible counterpart, the adverse
pressure gradie nt to the trailing edge is far more severe.

At M = (}4, incompressible s imulations at hie = 0·067 and!} 134 .
as w ith the higher ground clearances. extended th.: c.~i s ti n g lili and
drag trends in a predictable fas h ion. The compressible ~ascs ,
however. experienced shock wave fonnation between the acro fo il in
the ground. These points arc denoted with asteris ks in Fig. 7(a ) and
(b), and the shock produced s ignificant ins tabilities in the fl ow over
t ime which will be discuss ed in more detail in the ncxl section.
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4.0 DISCUSSION
The Mach number contours de picted in Fig . 9(a ) and b funher ill us 
trate the mechanisms which lead to the different tre nds in l ili
prediction between the two higher ground cleara nces and t he two
lower ones, shown here for a fre estream Mac h num be r of 0· 3 in
order to highlight the differen ces at the ir more cxtrt!me. A t !tic =
(} 313, the lower-density field betw een the acrofoil and the ground
fa cilitates a higher maximum veloci ty, w ith ac companying~ lower
pressure, a nd thi s ac ts o ver a much larger portion of the acrofoil
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Figure 9(a). Incompressible (top) and compressible (bottom) Mach
number contours and for file= 0· 313, M , 0· 3.
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Figure 9(b). Incompressible (top) and compressible (bottom) Mach
number contours and for hie= 0·067 , M, 0· 3.
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Ftgure 10. Density variation contours for compressible simulations at M ,

=0·15 for hie = 0· 313 and 0·067.
p/p~

·•'

Figu;e 11. Density variation contours for compressible simulations at M ,

surface than in its incompressib le counterpart. increasing the
capacit y for lili generat ion. As the acro loil is mo ved closer to the
ground. the area mtio between the inlet to the c hannel and the throat
at the point of minimum clearance becomes an important fact or. The
flow beco mes increasi ng ly accelerated and thus the density drops. a s
ca n be se<!n in Fig. I 0 and Fig. II. The volume flow rate th ere fore
increases. yet the mass flow is decreased when compared to the
incompressible case. as the stag natio n point moves d ownw~ rds to
the suction side. forcing more flow over the upper surface. This
results in an effective change of camber. and thus while the peak
s uction is greater. the overall lili generated over the fore section of
the aerofoil is less. and the gradient is more pronounced to the
tra iling edge. as can be see n n:fcrring back to Fig. 8(b). The resu ltan t
thicker. stronger wake makes up the majority of the extra drag when
compared to the incompressible case. and these effec ts are further
exaggerated with increasing Mach number.

1.05

=0 3 for hie =o 313 and 0-067.

In addition. more so than at hie= 0· 134. the wake at the clearance
of 1!/c = 0· 06 7 deflects noticeably towards the ground. as evidenced
in Fig. 9(b) , to the extent that it begins to interact significantly with
the groun d boundary layer at around two chord lengths downstream
of the trailing edge. Thi s is due to the high ly sepuatcd now effec
ti vely changing the ca mber of the aerofoi l again . dct1ecting the wake
downwards in a simil ar manner as would be achieved with a
downwards de Oection of a trai ling edge flap.
As mentioned previous ly, a t M, = 0-4 for the two lower ground
clearances. a normal s hock wave fonn s between the acrofoil and the
groun d in com press ible s imulations. The lift and drag coefficients
presented in Fig. 7(a ) and (b) for this Mach number arc time
average d from unsteady simulations. and whi le they exhibit a high ·
magnit ude difference in lift and drag when compared to the
incompressib le values (at hie = 0.067. CL is -35% less and C11 is over
I00% greater), the va lues themselves do not tell the full story.
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Figure I 2 presents ]Vlach number contours and coincident pressure
coefficicm plots for the unsteady case at hie = 0· 134 . As the flo w
exhibits a definite and consistent period of natural shock mov.:ment
and sh~ar layer shedding (self-susiained transonic buffet). this series
of images presents the behaviour over one complete cycle (a real
time of approximately 0· 0064 seconds) of the 156- 25 Hz oscillation.
Instantaneous pr~ss ure coefficient plots at regular time-steps through
the transient period are compared to the steady-state incompress ible
result for reference.
initiaiiy. (Fig. i 2(a)). the fiow becomes marginally supersonic at the
narrowest pomt of the channel created by the aerotoil and the ground
while the boundary layer is separated towards the rear of the suction
surface as a remnant of the previous cycle. The reduced density means
that the local speed of sound is as low as 31 Oms 1 and the compression
waves which are starting to coalesce have. by 1 = Q.0008s. formed a
strong nonnal shock wave in the channel. The shock wave propagates
downstream over the commg time steps with the maximum local
Mach number greater than I·3 in Figs 12(c), (d) and (e). The shock
reaches its downstream limit iocation of approximately Q.4xlc in Fig.
12(d). after ().0024 seconds. The boundary layer is separated by the
foot of the shock on the aerofoil surface, and therefore as the suction
peak reaches its maximum. the adverse pressure gradient over the
rearward portion of the lower surface grows more significant and the
a·nour.t ot downiorce generated begins to sutTer.
The large-scale separation results in a shear layer which. between
1 = ().0040s and 0·0048s. has effectively created a second throat. This
re-accelerates the flow to close to supersonic again (indeed. at a
slightly higher frccstrcam Mach number, it docs locally exceed
Mach I for a second time). As the shock wave recedes towards the
leading edge ir. Fig. 12(e) and (f). it re-enters the region of lower
upstream velocities. and weaken• until the 1low returns to a fully
subsonic. shockless state by Fig. I2(g).
The acrofoil's capacity for lift generation is detrimentally affected
during the shock·s upstream moven1cnt. However, the eventual
absence of the shoc k in the channel removes the driver for thr
boundary layer separation, and thus a period of re-attachment and
li ft-recovery is initiated that will eventua lly lead to the shock wave
forming again and the process repeating. These phenomenological
observations arc consistent with the theories of Lee''"·" •. in which the
movement of the shock creates pressure waves which travel
downstream through the separated flow region to the trailing edge.
whereupon an upstream-travelling wave which evcnrually interacts
with the shock and imparts the energy required to move it upstream.
Such behaviour has been observed computationally with unsteady
RANS in other studies'''·'" and thus the observed flow behaviour
seems plausible albeit, at this stage. not va lidated experimentally.
The cyclical variations in lift and drag arc plotted in Fig. 13. and the
f56- 25Hz frequency seems reasonable when compared to existing
buffet studies on less cambered acrofoils'''·'''.
Several other interesting flow features present themselves during this
cycle: the ground boundary layer ~ppcars to also be separated by the
shock wave and fonns a significant bubble moving with the ground
downstream of the trailing edge as the shear layer is shed (not fully
pictured in Fig. 12). One can also sec that the stagnation point position
fluctuates around the leading edge as the flow under the acrofoil reacts
to the rhythmic fom1ation and dissolution ofthe shock wave.
At /ric = ().067 ground clearance, similar fl ow behaviour is
observed a lbeit with an even greater difference between maximum
and minimum lift and drag generation during the period, which
occurs at almost exactly the same frequency. It is worth noting that
the crit ical freestream Mach number at thi s height is approximately
0.35. with transonic bufTct cycles immediately accompanying the
appearance of supersonic flow .
Naturally, such intense buffet behaviour would occur suddenly
and have rami fi cations not only as discussed for the aerodynamic
performance of the acrofoi l, but structural problems would become a
major concem due to hig h- frequency vibrations and rapid changes in
pitching moment.
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5.0 CONCLUSiONS
CFD has been successfully used to detem1ine the eflccts of the onset
or compressibility for a two-dimensio nal aerofoil in ground errect.
by e xamining the differences between incompressible and
compressible simulations for a range of ground cleara nces. and
frccstrcam Mach numbers up to Q.4. The mJin co n c lu ~ i ons can b•:
sum marised as follows:
•

•

•

0

Due to the h:;;hly accelerated flow between the acrofoil and the
ground. cnmprc.~sih ility effects alter the flow to produce dif!erent
lift and drag forces compared to those which would he obtai ned
from incompressible simulations. even at a rel:ltively low
freestream Mach number of (). 15. These effects become more
significant as Mach number is increased.
At higher ground clearances of hie = I and 0·3 I3, Iiii and drag
forces arc increasingly undcrprcdictcd by incompressibl e simula·
tio ns as Mach number is incremented, due to the lower density
region between the suction surface and the ground accelerating
the flo w and producing both a stronger suction peak :~nd w:~ kc.
At lower ground clcar3nccs of hie= ().134 and 0-067, the trends
in lift arc towards overprediction by incompr~ss ibfe ~ imulation s .
as the more accelerated compressible flow produces low pressure
o ver a much shorter region to satisfy conservation o f momentum.
Separation occurs earlier, markedly thickening the wake.
At the two lower clearances the critical frecstream Mac h number
exists between 0·35 and 0-4. Reaching this point results in higllly
unsteady transonic buffet flow , featuring periodic formation of a
shock wave and large-scale separat ion. This has a considerabk
detrimental efTect on the production of lifi. and drag is substan
tially increased.

Clearly. simple compressible corrections could not be successfully
applied to incompressible solutions given the sensitivity of the flow
to ground clearance. Although compressibility influences on fo rces
were the main focus of this study. the changes to the pressure d istrib
utions as compared to incompressible results would have additionul
consequences for the predicted acrofoil pitch characteristics and an·;
downstream components affected by the altered wake.
.
If one were to extend the consideration of compressible effects to.
for instance, a full open-wheel racing car. density changes in th<:
1low would likely be important for the car underside and diffuser.
Another important region for compressibility is in the contact patch
between tyres and the ground. where the air is forc ed into a narrow
space causing pressure coefficients that exceed unity'''''.

The critical freestream Mach number at the lowest !!round
clearance is approximately Mach 0-35. which equates to - i l9ms 1
(or close to 266mph. 428kmph). While this is somewhat highe r than
a c urrent Formula One or Indy-style racing car. the speed is within
the range of less conventional vehicles which may feature downforce
wing sections, such as top-fuel dragsters or land speed record cars .
Indeed, a modified Honda F I car reconfigured as a land speed record
contender, the ~ Bonnev!!!e 400, carl achieved (lround Mach 0·32
(400km!h) at ambient conditions ith a low-drag front wing fitted.
The cc::nrrence of a shock wave would have a considerable destabi i
ising effect for such vehicles.
Work is currently underway to continue this study with a three
dimensional wing to examine the compressibility effects described
here in greater and more realistic detail, including a programme of
experiments which will provide necessary data for CFD validation
and further explorntio11 cf the flowficld feawres which incom
pressible simulations would not predict.
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